have him return to us in the spring."
Here are two representatives of the kind of men available at this time to the southern club wanting a winter pro. The clubs getting men of this caliber, by acting early, are to be congratulated.

New Cup Developed for Sand Greens

CONSIDERABLE interest was shown in the cup for sand greens that GOLFDOM described some months ago as the invention of golfers connected with the Anaconda (Mont.) Copper Mining Co.

This cup has been further developed by L. E. Jones and W. K. Smith. Of this advance, W. C. Capron, mechanical supt. of the copper mining company, and golf club official, states:

"Our first cup was a plain galvanized iron cylinder similar to the outside cup. Next we had the complete assembly shown previously in GOLFDOM. The principal fault with this cup was that a ball which was hit slightly too hard would bound on the tin edge of the cup and not go down. The next cup we tried is shown on Print No. 1. We liked this so well that we had a complete set made and tried them out, but we found that it was practically impossible to hold the flat collar in shape. It would swell in places, making it rise above the level of the sand and thereby making it almost impossible to keep a true surface to putt over near the edge of the cup. The next one we tried is shown on Print No. 2, and this is so much superior to anything we have tried before that we have adopted it as our permanent cup.

"Recently we had the Montana State Association Tournament at Anaconda at which there were 145 entries, and it was the consensus of opinion of all the golfers who attended this tournament that we had the best cups they had ever seen. A ball hit true to the center of this cup, no matter if it is a little hard, it will strike the far edge of the leather ring and drop into the cup."

"MAKE IT AN HONOR," ADVISES WARREN PIPER

Chicago, Ill.—Warren Pipe & Co., 31 North State, Chicago, gives a suggestion worth considering in a new booklet devoted to tablets, plaques and trophies for golf clubs in showing the ways in which recognition of one's services or achievements in his club may be effectively expressed.

A copy of this booklet will be sent free on request.